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Abstract

of their dataset as a limitation of the work (Jarrold et al., 2014; Glasgow and Schouten, 2014;
Fraser et al., 2014; Lamers et al., 2014; Bullard
et al., 2016; Parish-Morris et al., 2016; Guo et al.,
2017; Iter et al., 2018). These researchers point
out that the consequences of such small datasets
can include a lack of diversity in and representativeness of the training data, models which do not
converge to a stable solution, unknown generalizability to other datasets, difficulty in interpreting
the results, and limited clinical utility.
Other work has sought to overcome these limitations by using data scraped from social media
or web forums (Coppersmith et al., 2014, 2015;
Mitchell et al., 2015). While solving some problems, this approach introduces others, including
uncertainty around the accuracy of the diagnosis
and, crucially, the lack of a clinically-confirmed
healthy control group (Coppersmith et al., 2014).
Furthermore, such methods of data collection
likely exclude many populations, including children and the elderly.
Here, we argue that large, clinically-validated
datasets of patient-generated speech and langauge
are imperative if we want to move the field forward, and that one way to create such datasets is to
join together as a community and commit to finding better ways to share data.

Increased access to large datasets has driven
progress in NLP. However, most computational studies of clinically-validated, patientgenerated speech and language involve very
few datapoints, as such data are difficult (and
expensive) to collect. In this position paper,
we argue that we must find ways to promote
data sharing across research groups, in order
to build datasets of a more appropriate size
for NLP and machine learning analysis. We
review the benefits and challenges of sharing clinical language data, and suggest several concrete actions by both clinical and NLP
researchers to encourage multi-site and multidisciplinary data sharing. We also propose the
creation of a collaborative data sharing platform, to allow NLP researchers to take a more
active responsibility for data transcription, annotation, and curation.

1

Introduction

The Workshop on Computational Linguistics and
Clinical Psychology (CLPsych) has brought together a strong community of NLP researchers and
clinical experts, working on areas as diverse as the
early detection of dementia through speech analysis, characterization of the properties of autistic children’s language, identifying signs of depression and anxiety from written text, and many
more. One theme that has emerged over time is the
importance of clinically validated data, and at the
same time, the difficulty in obtaining such data.
For example, and drawing only from the
past proceedings of this workshop, numerous researchers have explicitly mentioned the small size

2

Background

The issue of data sharing arises in many fields, including NLP more generally (where sharing corpora is strongly encouraged) and medical research
(where data openness varies by domain). Clinical
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ate a combined data set bigger than any single lab
could reasonably collect (Borgman, 2012; Fischer
and Zigmond, 2010), thus creating a more complete representation of reality. Proposals of innovative speech and language measures are more
likely to attract the interest of the medical community when the conclusions are backed by a large
study population. These large datasets can also
support the application of complex computational
modelling techniques, such as deep learning, that
are not typically effective for small data.

NLP sits at the intersection of these two fields, and
thus faces its own unique challenges to data sharing (Chapman et al., 2011).
In NLP, data openness has long been recognized as the key to reproducible research and fair
comparison between competing systems. One example of this is the popularity of the “shared
task”, in which systems from different research
groups are trained, validated, and tested on the
same data, allowing precise comparison across
systems and leading to steady improvements in areas such as machine translation, speaker identification, parsing, information retrieval, etc. (Liberman and Cieri, 1998). In many areas of NLP, recent improvements in performance and generalizability have been reported due to the availability of
larger and larger corpora (Jozefowicz et al., 2016;
Koehn and Knowles, 2017).
The value of data sharing has been recognized
in other scientific fields, where it has permitted the
accumulation of massive data sets in areas such as
astronomy and climatology. For example, while it
is not possible for any one telescope to see all parts
of the sky simultaneously, by sharing data with
each other, astronomers can collectively build an
accurate picture of the night sky (Borgman, 2012).
The medical community has also identified important benefits to sharing data, as well as several
critical practical and ethical challenges (Souhami,
2006; Hansson et al., 2016; Figueiredo, 2017).
In the following sections, we outline the benefits and challenges of data sharing as it applies
specifically to patient-generated speech and text,
within the context of NLP research.

3

Data sharing can also be used as a tool to reproduce and verify previous research (Borgman,
2012; Liberman and Cieri, 1998), which helps to
validate findings for use in a clinical setting. Furthermore, data sharing can also have a professional benefit to researchers, as it fulfills the requirements of some granting agencies (e.g., NIH
and NSF) (Borgman, 2012; Fischer and Zigmond,
2010), and can increase the citation rates and impact of researchers’ studies (Piwowar et al., 2007;
Figueiredo, 2017).
Societal interest in data sharing, and thereby
that of funding agencies, is motivated differently.
Since funding bodies often support research using tax revenue, there is interest in making results,
including data, of publicly-funded research available to the public (Borgman, 2012; Figueiredo,
2017; Pennebaker, 2004). Additionally, data sharing has been found to increase the overall quality of the produced research. It maximizes the
use of collected data, as it enables others to ask
new questions of existing data (Borgman, 2012;
Figueiredo, 2017; Fischer and Zigmond, 2010)
and diversifies the perspective on these data (Fischer and Zigmond, 2010). Financially, sharing
data leads to a greater return on public investment in research, since the production costs of data
sets can be shared between different actors (Liberman and Cieri, 1998; Fischer and Zigmond, 2010)
and it avoids the generation of duplicate data sets
(Figueiredo, 2017; Liberman and Cieri, 1998; Fischer and Zigmond, 2010).

Arguments for sharing data

Rationales for sharing data may vary for different stakeholders in the academic process (i.e., researchers, funding agencies, study participants).
When it comes to the computational study of
clinical speech data, two broad groups of researchers are involved in the data sharing process:
clinical researchers, who actively collect speech
and language data, and computational linguistics
researchers, who analyse and build models from
the data. Both groups of researchers may be motivated by the fact that sharing data advances the
state of research and innovation (Borgman, 2012;
Figueiredo, 2017; Campbell et al., 2002; Fischer
and Zigmond, 2010). Through the aggregation of
multiple local studies, researchers are able to cre-

Participants in studies, including patient and
healthy controls, might be motivated by the multiple benefits to society listed above. Participants
are also often motivated by making a contribution
to new, improved or safer medical treatments and
want their participation to have the widest possible
impact (Hansson et al., 2016). They are often willing to share de-identified personal data and do not
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fines or loss of license. Additionally, many clinicians (including psychologists1 and psychiatrists2 )
are bound by a professional code of ethics which
may preclude the sharing of patient data.
Data sharing can be difficult on a practical
level. Often, data collected at separate sites are
not formatted for consistent and comparable sharing (Borgman, 2012). In some cases, audio or
video data may not even exist as a digital file
(MacWhinney, 2007). Limited financial and personnel resources may prevent the labour-intensive
preparation and documentation of clinical speech
and language data into convenient, transmittable
formats (Campbell et al., 2002; Borgman, 2012).
Different research projects may involve different
speech/language tasks, different recording conditions, different diagnostic criteria, and different
clinical populations, which may limit the extent to
which datasets can be combined across projects.
In addition to these challenges are personal considerations within the research community itself.
Allowing others to work on private datasets could
expose errors within the data or in previous publications (Childs et al., 2011). A real example of this
can be found in the social psychology literature,
where the re-analysis of data from the implicit association test challenged the conclusions of the
original study (Blanton et al., 2009; McConnell
and Leibold, 2009). Data sharing efforts typically
do not factor into tenure or promotional considerations (Borgman, 2012), and there is a perceived
lack of reward or credit for the considerable time
and effort required (Fischer and Zigmond, 2010;
Borgman, 2012). This is compounded by the reality that one’s research may be considered less
novel or innovative, since allowing access to data
resources would allow other researchers to publish
similar work on the same data (Figueiredo, 2017;
Childs et al., 2011; Campbell et al., 2002).
Other concerns relate to the inability to control the applications of the data and the possibility of misuse or misinterpretation (Campbell et al.,
2002; Figueiredo, 2017). Research protocols describe the purpose of the data collection, e.g. improving care and providing timely intervention,
and clinicians may be wary of outside parties using these data for more profit-oriented objectives.

necessarily see it as an invasion of their privacy
(Hansson et al., 2016). The willingness to share
data may be even greater in patient populations,
since results from research may directly benefit
themselves or other with the diseases (Souhami,
2006; Hansson et al., 2016).

4

Challenges to sharing data

Despite the many benefits, there are also challenges within scientific communities that can prevent the sharing of data, including ethical and legal considerations, practical barriers, and the desire for researchers to protect and manage access
to the data that support their research programs.
A primary concern regarding the sharing of
patient data is personal privacy and security
(Souhami, 2006; Childs et al., 2011), which is
magnified in the case of clinical speech and language data that will be linked by necessity to personal health data (e.g., medical diagnosis, cognitive test results). Audio and visual data may not
be possible to fully anonymize, and are also considered personal information. Study participants
in general are wary of being identified by insurance providers, employers or other third parties as
the risk of exposure of personal information may
result in social or psychological harm (Hansson
et al., 2016). This can lead to inaccurate selfreporting or even the avoidance of medical care
if a person believes that the disclosure of certain
information (e.g. drug use) will be revealed to others, resulting in harm or persecution. Additionally,
even if participants gave consent for the initial data
collection, obtaining consent for the secondary use
of data may be impossible, as patients may be deceased or have relocated (Souhami, 2006).
For these reasons, in some cases it may not be
ethically or legally permissible to share clinical
data, and legal measures are in place to protect the
privacy of patients and research participants. For
example, in the United States medical information
is protected under the Health Insurance Portability
and Accountability Act (HIPAA) and the Health
Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act (HITECH Act) (Annas, 2003; Blumenthal, 2010); similar regulations exist in countries around the world. These policies mean that
data collected by clinicians acting in their clinicial capacities may be subject to stricter regulation
than data in traditional academic research. Noncompliance with federal regulations can result in

1
https://www.apa.org/ethics/code/
principles.pdf
2
https://www.psychiatry.org/
psychiatrists/practice/ethics
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Examples of successful data sharing

also managed the issues of security and data privacy, and have created standards for data formatting and data collection.
However, contributions to TalkBank (and the
limited clinical datasets on the LDC) appear to
be made mostly by clinical researchers, which
still places most of the burden of preparing, documenting, transcribing, and annotating the data on
their shoulders. A more collaborative model of
data sharing, which involves various contributions
from both clinical and computational researchers,
may encourage greater participation.

We now briefly discuss two case studies in successful data sharing, while acknowledging that
many other models exist and may also be appropriate to our community (for example, shared tasks).
One successful example of a data repository in
NLP is the Linguistic Data Consortium, or LDC
(Liberman and Cieri, 1998). The LDC manages
dozens of widely-used speech and language corpora, including TIMIT, Gigaword, the Penn Treebank, and many other foundational datasets in
NLP. As of 2018, it has distributed more than
140,000 copies of datasets to over 4,000 organizations (Cieri et al., 2018). Originally supported by
grants, the LDC has been sustained by membership fees and data sales since 2015. It also has a
scholarship program to provide free data access to
researchers who do not have the resources to pay
for a membership (DiPersio and Cieri, 2016). Particularly relevant to our discussion here, the LDC
has recently started to move in the direction of creating clinical databases, including for autism and
neurodegenerative disorders (Cieri et al., 2018).
In the clinical speech research realm, one
successful initiative has been the TalkBank
Project, including AphasiaBank and DementiaBank (MacWhinney, 2007; Forbes et al., 2012).
The project is supported by grants, and members
of the TalkBank consortium are expected, wherever possible, to contribute data of their own.
AphasiaBank has a standard protocol of tasks
that facilitates comparison and aggregation of data
across individual research projects. Furthermore,
demographic and neuropsychological test data are
also given for the participants, and all audio,
video, and transcription files use a common format. Individual datasets in the database are protected according to the sensitivity of the data and
the terms of the consent. The project has its own
code of ethics, and provides guidelines for research ethics board applications and consent form
templates. While AphasiaBank was started by and
for researchers, it has become an important resource for clinicians and educators as well (Forbes
et al., 2012).
Both platforms can be used as good examples
for how sharing patient-generated clinical speech
and language data can be realized. In particular,
they create a separation between the work of creating the data from the work of maintaining and
distributing the data (Cieri et al., 2018). They have

6

Recommendations

Based on the literature and examples above, we
offer a preliminary (and surely incomplete) set of
recommended best practices to promote collaboration and data sharing. Some actions that can be
taken by researchers who are collecting data that
will aid data sharing include:
• Having a long-term data management plan in
place from the initial stages of a project, and
including it in the funding proposal.
• Obtaining open and transparent consent from
participants, that allows sharing and re-use of
the data and realistically describes the benefits and harms of data sharing.
• Reviewing archival consent forms to determine if the original terms allow sharing to
any degree.3
• Collecting data that can be anonymized to the
greatest extent possible (e.g., eliciting speech
on more general topics rather than personal
histories, where appropriate).
• Where it is necessary to collect data of a more
personal nature (as will be the case in many
situations arising in couples and family therapy, or in relation to mental health conditions), considering automated or manual approaches to anonymizing the data, including
offering participants the chance to anonymize
their own data.
• Using file formats and transcription protocols
that are common in the field, as well as a standardized protocol of tasks and meta-data (e.g.
demographic information).
3
For example, see https://talkbank.org/
share/irb/ for some guidelines on this topic.
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group should carefully review the feasibility of the
recommendations made in the previous section,
gauge interest in such a project from the various
stakeholders, define the concrete requirements of a
platform that would enable multi-disciplinary data
collection and sharing, and determine how it could
be prototyped and sustained through funding, over
a longer period of time. It is essential that clinicians take a leading role in defining the concrete
objectives and orientation of this group, ensuring
that clinical research goals and improved patient
outcomes are the main focus.

Some actions that can be taken by researchers who
intend to make use of shared data that will encourage and support data sharing include:
• Making other kinds of contributions to shared
repositories, including: digitized versions of
archival data, transcriptions, scripts for data
processing and feature extraction, spreadsheets of extracted information, etc.
• Incentivizing data sharing through citations,
acknowledgements, collaborations, and respectful use of the data and adherence to the
relevant codes of ethics.
• Creating resources/platforms to lower the
technical barriers to data sharing, and improve security and privacy of data.
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